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New 877 Toll Free and Voicemail Text # Please save.
I sold my old 800 577 # to a competitor.
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Be sure and read the instructions and Set your chime with the
dipswitch # 5 to on position This will be on The receiver part.
This will make the chime so that if four people come in at the
same time The chime will only ring 1st person and maybe 4th
person extension small video type speaker
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The Transmitter to Receiver has no wiring. The receiver itself
makes sound. Approx. 70 decibels like a loud TV. Read the
directions the transmitter can change to 4 or 5 sounds by
changing dip switches 5 & 6 on the transmitter. I usually leave
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the sound as set to the basic “Ding Dong Sound”
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The receiver has terminals marked speaker and 12 volt.
You can run this speaker with a wire to another part of the
building or inside cooler/freezer (liquor store or restaurant)
example in convenience store I put chime receiver in stockroom
by cooler door. I drill hole in cooler and put speaker to ring
inside cooler. Usually store wall is right there so I usually drill
hole in store wall and put speaker to in store retail area also. In
the freezer best to use a loud security beeper like you can get at
radio shack or car alarm shop. This hooks into the 12 volt side.
The speaker hooks into the speaker side. Each side can power 2
small devices. (no huge speakers)
And both will ring at the same time. There is wire and screws
inside this speaker (when you pop off back plate off. )
Or the non audio side can power a tweeter or buzzer beeeeeppp.
Or beep beep beep
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These units have changed recently and are somewhat finicky in
changing the codes. The unit must be unplugged and the battery
not connect to change the security codes The unit must be
unplugged and the battery not connected TO CHANGE THE ring
to a different sound. If you change the security code with the
unit plugged in it WILL NOT WORK FOR A FEW MINUTES THIS IS
NORMAL
877 570 1948. voicemail text 347 762 0062 cell 469 251 6577
email eztone@hotmail.com
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